
BSDCan moved to June in 2015



BSDCan 2017
The 0xEth Annual

“This is why I'm here. So many smart people in one place.” - Dan Langille, 
BSDCan 2016



About this session

a few points


then the auction


then beer



Sponsors



Sponsors



Sponsors



Sponsors



Sponsors



Sponsors



Volunteers

Dru Lavigne - registration desk


Adam Thompson - hotel coordinator & 
website updates


video helpers, box carriers, etc



Video team
Eric Tsala 


Jeff Neitzel


Patrick McEvoy 


Philip Creighton 


Roller Angel 


Ryan Steinmetz 


Stephane Guillaume


Will Bachmann 


Calvin Hendryx-Parker



Also thank

Elizabeth Lucas and others


various locations around town


thank you



Program Committee

Peter Hansteen - close friend of OpenBSD Project 


Dru Lavigne - BSD Events


Greg Lehey - LEMIS Pty Ltd.


Michael W. Lucas - Consultant and BSD Author


David Maxwell - NetBSD Project


George Neville-Neil - FreeBSD Project


http://www.lemis.com/
http://www.blackhelicopters.org/~mwlucas/
http://www.netbsd.org/


Closing social event

Lowertown Brewery (on York St) from 19:00


BIG place, good food & drink


$30 wrist band (see me just inside bar)


lots of food


$ bar



Where did you stay?
Lord Elgin


Extended Stay


Marriott Courtyard Ottawa


Novotel


Les Suites?


residence?


somewhere else?




FreeBSD Foundation

gnn



Groff The BSD Goat

Follow via Twitter  @GroffTheBSDGoat











3 months ago,
Tokyo,

AsiaBSDCon



Baptiste & Marcelo,
Drinking



Baptiste:
“Why not have one

more BSD conference
in Taiwan?”



Marcelo:
“Good idea!”



Then they talked to
gnn



gnn:
“Good idea.
How about

November?”



Then they came to
me



They:
“And you’re going to

hold it.”



Me: “WHAT!?”



3 months later...



We have a website:
http://BSDTW.org

http://BSDTW.org


We have a date:
November 11 & 12



We have a venue:
Beitou Resort



We don’t have:
your talk proposal

(and gnn will read it)



We also don’t have:
your sponsorship

(and we will spend it)



CFP & CFS will be
announced
soonish™

(by the end of this month)





Auction



The Pen
This pen was sister to the pens first handed out by Michael 
W Lucas for free at BSDCan 3 years ago.  Lucas offered 
this pen for the auction, and was purchased after a fierce 
battle for CA$80.


Kirk McKusick also used the pen to sign the "Design and 
Implementation of BSD" book sold at the auction.


This pen was brought back to last year's BSDCan, and was 
won by the same person for CA$40.


Earlier this year it was the star of the best-seller "Git 
Commit Murder", which is clearly not about the BSDCan 
conference.


Bid Early, Bid Often!



powercurl at quirky.com

http://quirky.com














Michael Lucas: "A complex and delightful 
bouquet."


Peter Hansteen: "Tastes Japanese."


Scott Long: "Tastes like Sprite."


Scott Murphy: "Tastes like Sprite, but with 
twice the sugar."


Dru Lavigne: "It doesn't taste like it looks."


Dianne Bruce: "I have no idea."


Jim Thompson: "Not terrible if you can get 
past what it looks like."




Tom Smyth: "I'd say it's not bad, I was 
expecting it to scratch all the way down."


Eric Joyner: "Tastes like milk soda."


Kirk McCusick: "It doesn't taste like it 
smells."


Warren Block: "Ow, my head!"


Rod Grimes: "I'll pass."



Closing social event

Red Lion (on Clarence St) from 18:30


BIG place, good food & drink


$30 wrist band (see me just inside venue)


lots of food


first drink included


details on schedule



Goodbye


